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INTRODUCTION :

An agent is a

primary source for

procurement of

insurance business

 and as such his role is

the corner stone for building a solid

edif ice of any l i fe insurance

organization. To effect a good quality

of life insurance sale, an agent must

be equipped with technical aspects of

insurance knowledge, he must possess

analytical ability to analyze human

needs, he must be abreast with up to-

date knowledge of merits or demerits

of other instruments of investment

available in the financial market, he

must be endowed with a burning desire

of social service and over and above

all this, he must possess and develop

an undeterred determinat ion to

succeed as a Life Insurance Salesman.

In short he must be an agent with

professional approach in life insurance

salesmanship. Such an agency force

is expected to be helpful not only in

proper field underwriting but also after

sales � servicing � concomitant and

essential elements for higher retention

of business.

ATTRIBUTES OF INSURANCE

PROFESSIONALS :

We can ident i fy cer tain posi t ive

manifestation of a professional agent:

● He will possess excellent and proven

salesmanship skil l. He will have

knowledge of human nature and

psychology. He will have a sound

knowledge of the product, his

institution, his competitors and entire

financial market.

● He wi l l  have a regular and

systematic business production with

a time-    bound plan.

● He will have an increasing and

decent income and increasing

clients.

● He wi l l  der ive enormous job

satisfaction.

● He will follow proper business ethics

and accepted code of conduct.

● All his actions will be consumer

oriented.

● He will be accepted as a friend,

philosopher and guide by his clients.

● His professionals� status wil l  be

evidenced by his becoming a club

member of one of the higher clubs.

● His publ ic recognit ion in the

institution will also be enlightened by

qualifying for special honours like

MDRT etc.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF AGENTS IN LIFE

INSURANCE CORPORATION (THE

GIANT INSURANCE CO. IN INDIA):

In Life Insurance Corporation the year

2001-2002 recorded a phenomenal

growth of 137% in f i rs t  premium

income. The Sum Assured under new

policies sold registered a growth rate

of 54% and the number of policies sold

grew by 16%. The ratio of first insurance

to total business completed for the

year 2002-03 comes to 80.15% &

67.71% in respect of NOP & SA

respectively. What is it that takes this

performance forward? One reason no

doubtedly is the large network of

agents on rolls in LIC. The tremendous

success is of course on account of

constant and tireless efforts of LIC

agents who bring new business to the

corporation with increasing growth

rate. This record will become the

benchmark for future evolution of the

efforts of agents. Despite the entry of

the Regulator and restrictions imposed,

the corporation has been able to

improve the agency strength from 7.86

lacs (31.03.2002) to 9.88 lacs

(31.03.2003). The number of active

agents is 9.02 lacs as on 31.03.2003

compared to 7.44 lacs as at

31.03.2002.The average Sum Assured

per act ive agent in 2002-03 is

19,51,767. Complementary to it is the

consistent and continuous training to

the agency force through ZTCs, STCs,

DTCs and ATCs- that can help them to

stand on their feet and become truly

professionals in a field that is becoming

increasingly competitive.

AREA OF CONCERN FOR AGENTS

AND ITS REMEDIES :

Indices of customer retention in the
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recent past are disturbing trends for

Agents as wel l  as for insurance

organizat ion. As far as L IC is

concerned, the first premium lapsation

of 16.4% was recorded in the F.Y ended

31.03.2003 as compared to 17.37% in

the previous F.Y. The main reasons

being high degree of lapsation around

18% of total number of policies due to

non-need based selling, deficient after

sales service, unrealistic sales and

faulty recruitment system. Cumulative

lapsation ratios of New Business varying

from 35% to 60% in different Divisions

during the mean duration of �0� to �3�

years, is really a cause of concern.

High retention of business would go a

long way to ensure a healthy growth

in his/her Business Portfolio (fulfilling

Club membership criteria) and thereby

increases his/her renewal commission

earnings �an essential enabling factor

to face the present and emerging

competition in the financial sector with

needed confidence in the days to

come.

REMEDIAL MEASURES :

Need base product and capacity

based sales: -

The agent before offer ing any

products, must know his clients well

enough � he must have the knowledge

about the state of client�s personal

habits, health occupation, financial

position and income, moral character,

his family history and all other related

aspects which help in field underwriting

of a case. After accumulating the

needed data/information if the life is

apparently found insurable, only in

such a case proposal should be

procured. An agent has a long-term

stake in the health of an insurance

organizat ion; therefore, he must

canvass and procure only such

business, which has a reasonable

chance of staying in the books of the

insurer.  Neither ear ly claim nor

lapsation of a policy helps an agent

to build a sizable portfolio for his stable

income and professional standing.

Thus the agents should offer to their

clients only such products that are not

only will suited to their needs but also

are financially viable for them.

After sales service: -

In the present age of information

explosion and competition, the service

industry like LIC, Insurance companies

cannot survive without an action-

based philosophy of excellent after

sales service. After sales service in an

insurance industry includes collection

of premia, revival / reinstatement of

paid up / lapsed policies, nomination

and ass ignment, grant of loan,

payment of surv ival  benef i ts ,

set t lement of surrender value,

alteration and finally the settlement of

claims (death or maturity) under a

policy and an agent can render

invaluable help to his clients in these

areas. If the agents fail to provide these

after sales service, the policy holders

who lack either in resource or time or

needed know-how, feel disenchanted

and consequently their faith in the

organization gets eroded and this in

turn may increase the likelihood of

discontinuance of their policy, such a

situation not only creates a bad image

of the organization making it difficult

to procure further business from such

a section of policyholder but it also

implies irreparable loss to the agent

and the organization.

If the agents are well conversant with

the claim settlement procedure and

assist the claimants in completing the

necessary requirements, it would not

only quicken the process of claim

sett lement and enhance their

professional status but also help the

organization to improve upon their

outstanding claim ratio. This, while

further boosting the image of the

organization may provide them an

over f lowing fountain for fur ther

business in those families.

Unrealistic Sales :-

Such sales are effected either to

complete the quota for renewal of

agency or achieve top business

targets with various considerations. Of

late, this unhealthy practice has shown

a sharp rising trend as confirmed by

high ratios of lapsation in the mean

duration of one year. Obviously, such

sales cannot be financially beneficial

to agents but cer tainly put the

corporation to financial loss.

Faulty Recruitment Practice:-

It has been observed that due to non

scientific methods (i.e. large scale

recruitment without any screening

method) being adopted in recruitment

of the agency force there is a very

s izable percentage of drop-outs

amongst them. Though there are some

Pre-recruitment training procedures as

per present regulation, the mass

recrui tment of agents put some

obstacles to the training centres. This

aspect, for obvious reasons, needs

immediate review fol lowed by

necessary corrections measures. The

LIC therefore, should take conscious

steps not only to recruit persons with

needed aptitude as agents but also

ensure their proper training to groom

them for a t rue profess ional �

approach in the career chosen by

them.

The LIC should also review periodically

the percentage of consis tent

performing agents in number as well

as in terms of new and exis t ing

business. The necessary steps should

be taken to ensure a consistent growth

in the number of such agents. The
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salesman must be trained, motivated

and controlled in such a way that they

become more skilled in identifying and

satisfying customer�s needs faithfully,

efficiently & constantly.

ROLE OF AGENTS UNDER IRDA

REGULATION :

1. Full information must be provided

to the proponent at the point of sale

to enable him to decide on the best

cover or plan to minimize instances

of �cooling off� by the proponents.

2. An agent should be well versed in

all the plans, the selling points and

also be equipped to assess he

needs of the clients.

3. Adherence to the prescribed Code

of Conduct for agents is of crucial

impor tance. Agents must,

therefore, familiarize themselves

with provisions of the Code of

Conduct.

4. Agents must provide the office with

the accurate information about the

prospect for a fair assessment of the

r isk involved. The agents �

confidential report must, therefore,

be completed very carefully.

5. Agents must also possess adequate

knowledge of policy servicing and

claim settlement procedures so that

the policyholders can be guided

correctly.

6. Submission of proposal forms and

proposal deposit to the branch

office immediately to avoid delays

and to enable the office to take

timely decisions.

7. A leaflet or brochure containing

relevant features of the plan that is

being sold should be available with

the agents.

FUTURE MARKETING STRATEGIES TO

MEET THE CHALENGES :

The three words L iberal izat ion,

Globalization and Privatization have

brought about a radical change in the

world and have given a new

orientation to the market conditions.

The participation in the new system is

not opt ional;  i t  i s  an essent ial

requirement of the developments.

The LIC agents have to diversify their

activities to meet the complex needs

of the customers.  Spreading of

education, economic activities and

social consciousness have made the

job of LIC agents more challenging

and complex. The old techniques of

selling will not help them. They have to

adopt latest marketing strategies (i.e

Psychomarketing strategies). It is an

unending process for capitalizing the

opportunities and avoiding threats

arising out of the changing economic

situation and consumer awareness.

More companies today are moving

their effort from Transaction Marketing

to Relationship Marketing for the

development of long-term customer

relationship.  The agents, therefore,

have to adopt, �Relat ionship

marketing� as against the present

Transact ion sel l ing. The term

relationship marketing means nothing

but the time hounoured after sales

services tempered with marketing

approach and total  consumer

creativity responsiveness and trust. The

performance of agents who will now

depend on not how many hours he

works but the quality of service, his

attitude to customers and the image

that he will create for the entire life

insurance business. Thus the agent

under the changing economic

scenario can achieve their objectives

by pract icing psycho-market ing

strategies. Their objectives are survival

and growth. Maximisation of business

is an end to achieve these objectives.


